Dana Flanders receives Lilienfeld Award for career teaching
APHA November 2019
Jet-lagged pub trivia.

Aarhus, January 2019
Today I had the opportunity to present the work I did this past summer at @UChicago with @BrandonL_Pierce at the @EmoryEPI Practicum Poster Session. It was by no means perfect, but it was a truly incredible opportunity to present for my peers and professors at @EmoryRollins!
Starting off the year with @EmoryEPI PhD students and faculty. Congrats to Katie Ross for winning the Anoopa Sharma Award for Best Epidemiologic Research Presentation and Kait Stanhope for the Anoopa Sharma Award for Research related to eliminating health disparities.
A proud morning at #SER2019 for @EmoryEPI! Congratulations to Dr. McCullough on her early career award and to Dr. Hogue for the new mid-career award named in her honor!
Lauren McCullough, Brian MacMahon Early Career Award Winner; @LCLindquist; the namesake of the Carol Hogue Mid-Career Award, @TimothyLash. First Emory SER Reunion! #Epitwitter @EmoryEPI #SER2019
@PRISMHealth is everywhere at the #LGBTHealthConf. Great presentations by Ruth Dana and Maria Zlоторжнска, logistics by Laura Donnelly, session chairs @pssinatl, @jebjones_epi and Kristin Wall. Love highlighting our PRISM work and thankful for your support. @EmoryEPI
Opening Reception for National LGBTQHealthConf with @EmoryRollins Dean Jim Curran, @CarlosdelRio7 and @pssinatl. @EmoryUniversity @EmoryCFAR @EmoryEPI
Emory Epidemiology @EmoryEPI · May 10
Congratulations to all the nominees for the Charles C Shepard Award - especially to @EmoryEPI's own finalists Marissa Baranowski and @DuncanMahood for their outstanding #thesis projects!

sph.emory.edu/about/shepard-...
Congratulations to our EPI/GLEPI Outstanding Practicum Award Finalists pictured with Dean Curran and other nominees—Tori Konrad, Kellan Burrell, and Ariana Gobaud!
@EmoryEPI and @PRISMHealth’s EPI Virus Thesis Group presented their theses to PRISM staff, @TimothyLash EPI chair, @LCLindquist MPH DGS, Jena Black ADAP, and thesis chairs @jebjones_epi, @pssinatl, @B_Lopman @Jlguest. Congratulations, @EmoryRollins soon to be graduates! 🎓
Fostering student engagement in local public health practice is one of my passions. Proud to be a part of this Emory SORT leadership team. @EmoryRollins @EmoryEPI @FultonHealth
I love the @PRISMHealth bell ringing. They ring it in the hall every time there is good news -- grant scored well, paper accepted, thesis submitted. And with all their success, it pretty much is as steady as a Tom Petty song over there.

Celebrating thesis sign-offs at @PRISMHealth & @EmoryEPI! Ring that bell, Erin! Excellent analysis: racial disparities in ART adherence in our engagement cohort. Supporting smart people to do good/smart work is a privilege.
@EmoryRollins
@EmoryUniversity
#thesischairsuccess
Tene Lewis delivers plenary session on CVD in African Americas

#APS2019VAN
Ben’s meetings
Spatial Analysis with Michael Kramer
Spatial Analysis with Michael Kramer
Epidemiologists, engineers, anthropologists, math modelers and more. Introducing the international team that @SaadOmer3 and I are leading to better understand how human contact patterns shape infectious disease transmission in LMICs. With funding from @NICHD_NIH.